
Street Trees

 Any area outside of the 
tax lot, typically 
between the curb and 
sidewalk 

 Responsibility for the 
right-of-way falls to the 
adjacent property 
owner

 A permit is required to 
plant, prune or remove 
a street tree 

Larry Maginnis  - Urban Forestry                

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were ______trees identified, counted and inventoried this past summer. These street trees are invaluable to us all, but can be a burden to the homeowner. The adjacent property owner is responsible for the care of street trees, but permits are required to plant, prune, or remove street trees. UF is tasked with regulating the trees, working with other bureaus to develop, improve, and foster the urban canopy. It’s up to us citizens, to be informed about development, social issues and decide what we want our streets to look like.Some easy ways to be more informed around trees issues. Tree Stewards. Got any Stewards in the house?Now that you know a bit about Urban Forestry, let’s move forward and start talking about a tree needs. 



Maintenance Need by Life Stages

 Sapling 
 Newly Established
 Juvenile 
 Mature   
 Declining     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A tree, over it’s life span, is going to need care. You can’t just stick a tree in a hole and pray.  A good intention and a blessing at planting couldn’t hurt. Whether it’s a sapling, newly established, juvenile, mature or declining, a tree needs attention. 



Maintenance Need by Life Stages

 Sapling 
 Newly Established
 Juvenile 
 Mature   
 Declining     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depending on the species, this can be range 3-15 years. Generally less than 3” DBH, this is best stage at which to plant a tree. Seedlings, because of their small size and lack of development, are considerably more vulnerable to physical damage and disease. In contrast, trees that are larger than saplings are difficult to move because of their size and extensive root structure.



Right Tree, Right Place

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When planting a sapling, its size and shape at maturity should be taken into consideration. For example, the growth of a mature tree may reach overhead power lines; alter the scale of the landscape in relationship to buildings; or drop branches, leaves, and flowers in undesirable areas. Large roots can eventually enter and damage pipes in the ground or buckle nearby sidewalks and driveways.The site should support the tree. Ample space for the species, soil conditions proper for its health, light conditions for its growth. You a have a nice wide parking strip with no overhead high voltage lines. You’ve already ripped out the grass and you want a tree. Let’s plant a tree. 



Recommended planting guides
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/parks/49305

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because we are planting a street tree, you need to consult the City’s recommendations. Your neighbor has a heritage tulip tree and you already know that you want one. And you have your permit!



Recommended planting guides
friendsoftrees.org/plant-it-programs/browse-trees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Friends of Trees is great partner for community planting. Not only for supplying trees, but with expertise and volunteers to help. You contact FOT for your tulip tree. 



Edward F. Gilman – University of  Florda



Proper Planting

ANSI A300-Part6-Fig.-64

Friends of Trees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not easy to plant a tree, but with many hands it makes it easier. And more fun. I planted my first tree with Friends of Trees in 2005. Ten years later, I’m still practicing how to do it. You want a bigger root ball than FOT trees, so you hire a professional that hand picks it from the nursery. At planting sometime stake are place and a tree is secured with tree ties. But several years go by and the trees are sill staked and tied and the tree gets girdled. 



Vs.

Mulching
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mulching add nutrients back into the soil. The street trees grow in the worst soil. During a construction, ground is excavated and concrete, and gravel and debris from construction replaces the topsoil. Mulching also benefits to retain soil moisture and keep grass and weed away from the root zone. 



Watering
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Ideas for Tree Groups

 Planting outreach: plant, plant, plant
 Selecting/promoting diverse species
 Mulch delivery
 Watering Co-op
 Young tree monitoring and intervention
 ?????????

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are ---------- number of spots for trees. Make a goal to plant trees. Start an arboretum on your own parking strip. 



Maintenance Need by Life Stages

 Sapling
 Newly Established
 Juvenile 
 Mature   
 Declining     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now you have planted your tree and it’s in shock, root shock. At transplant a tree can lose up to 90% of it’s root mass. From day one until 3-5 years after transplanting the tree is putting energy into root growth to balance the with upper canopy. With much of the absorbing roots removed, these trees are going to require watering during the summer season. So you’ve watered and mulched our tree, and removed the ties and stakes. Somebody decorated it with knitted, cozy trunk warmer. But now we don’t know what to do. It’s still to young to hang the bird feeder. Well, your tree requires pruning. We won’t be discussing the types of pruning, but a new tree will need training. These trees are going require watering in the summer season. 



Why do we do train young trees? 

 Improve Structural Integrity
 Increase Tree Longevity
 Reduce Future Maintenance Cost
 Enhance Efficiency 
 Manipulate Based on Location and Use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This should be done is stages as the tree continues to grow. Depending on your tree, this could start year 3. Enhance efficiency….this is referring to the plants energy expenditure. Trees put energy into four areas. Tip elongation, girth, reproduction and defense. We can prune enhance efficiency in growth. On the flip side we hinder growth with poor pruning cuts, or neglect. 



Young tree pruning:

 Thin/ reduce - Promote a well 
established central leader

 Thin - Provide adequate spacing and 
distribution of scaffold branches. 

 Raise – Begin lifting the lower canopy
 Reduce – In some cases shorten 

temporary branches  below lowest 
permanent branch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you don’t know how to do this. You should learn. The City can help you help your streets trees. We take a class with City and do a couple volunteers with Friends of Trees and we are pruning like a pro. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
$25 dollar cut could save you from a $2500 cut 25 years later. 



Ideas for Tree Groups

 Pruning Workshop!
 Replacement of lost 

causes
 Property owner 

education: tree care
 ?????????

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trees are still young enough to start over. Right tree right place. Replace. Workshops on educating others on the tree canopy diversity, proper tree care, and benefits of trees. Right now, these trees are abled to be cared for by homeowner



Maintenance Need by Life Stages

 Sapling
 Newly Established
 Juvenile 
 Mature   
 Declining     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you’ve removed the stakes and ties, watered and mulched and done some training of our young tree and now…The tree is getting taller and taking its form. Your tree is established, but 30 years from maturity. Your tree has survived drought, has yet to be damaged by a delivery truck,…this time the that people realize that the tree is too big, or is too messy, there’s fruit everywhere.But not your tree. Your tree is living towards its fullest potential, due to the previous early care from choosing good stock, planting properly, pruning for structure and growth. It is a good tree. 



Juvenile tree pruning

 Clean - Remove dead dying or diseased 
branches

 Thin - maintain central leader and branch 
spacing

 Raise- Establish Scaffold Branches

 Reduce - Prune for infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pruning is done in stages. Pruning wounds the tree and energy is spent on defense (wound closure). We don’t want to over stress the tree. Pruning of temporary branches helps the tree through the process. Trees in the forest self prune and also have less variation in phenotype.You’ve taken some classes with Portland Fruit Tree Project and “pruning like a pro” workshop from UF, a lot can be done yourself. But now it’s 15years post transplant and requires professional help.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Street trees are directly in the path of traffic and pedestrians, and should be maintained to provide clearance.Limbs should be clear 11 feet up from the street (14 feet on arterial roads) and 7.5 feet from the sidewalk.



Raise in Stages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have use the general rule that half the foliage should be in the lower 2/3 of the tree. 



Ideas for Tree Groups

 Pruning Workshop!
 Property owner 

education
 ?????????

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to hire an arborist. Get a referral. City tree care provider list. Get a referral from a trusted peer, Nextdoor. Who your neighbor used. 



Maintenance Need by Life Stages

 Sapling
 Newly Established
 Juvenile
 Mature 
 Declining     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Its over 50 years in the ground and your tree is approaching 80 feet. It’s going to live for easily another 50 years or more. With optimal conditions your tree could live to be 200. Mature trees are prime areas for animal habitat, It’s often when trees are in conflict with other infrastructure. Neglected trees can become hazardous and costly to prune or remove.But not your tree, it’s healthy. It’s tapering, 44” DBH trunk rises to meet arching limbs with a spreading canopy of 60’. Vigor is high, foliage is normal and crown size is medium in comparison to the trunks girth. Although crown density would be noted as normal, your tree still needing to be pruned as there is the presence of deadwood. 



Mature Tree Pruning

 Clean: Remove dead dying and diseased 
limbs

 Thin: Selective pruning to reduce density 
of live branches

 Raise: Selective pruning to provide vertical 
clearance.

 Reduce: Clear infrastructure, weight 
reduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is skilled pruning work for your tree and may take special equipment and require tree climbers and skilled tree technicians. This could be costly at 70 – 100/hour man hour. You chose the right tree for the right place and it only requires an occasionally crown cleaning. You hired an ISA certified arborist that was recommended on Nextdoor to prune your tree. Smaller cuts are made on the outer canopy to thin and reduce end-weight. Only minimal crown raising was needed to clear your roof line. When he was done, you didn’t see much of a difference. It didn’t have that new haircut look. 



Edward F. Gilman – University of  Florda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pruning should be done in the outer canopy without stripping out the inside. 
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Infrastructure Conflicts
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Major Tree Pests of Mature Trees

 Dutch Elm Disease
 Bronze Birch Borer
 Thousand Canker Disease
 Phytophthora

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A tree that is dealing with long-term stress brought by excessive drought, improper soil conditions, construction damage to the roots or mechanical damage to the trunk can become susceptible to a secondary acute problem in the form of boring insect and disease.Tree is diverting a lot of energy into defense instead chlorophyll production.



Ideas for Tree Groups

 Pruning Class/Walk and demonstration
 Property owner education: choosing an 

arborist, maintenance needs
 Sidewalk alteration projects 
 Bugs and Crud Class/Walk and monitoring
 Promoting benefits of mature trees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General Tree Care’s Tree Preservation Grant Program established to preserve trees in Oregon and Washington. Open to organizations and individuals in the metro Portland and Vancouver area.  Share with your neighbors. Blog about trees, take neighborhood tree walks with your neighbors. 



Maintenance Need by Life Stages

 Sapling
 Newly Established
 Juvenile
 Mature
 Declining 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s year 150 and you are long dead. It’s been 60 years since your 100th birthday, the day your tree was granted heritage status. 3 years later a 16” limb tore off, falling safely to the ground. Some of wood now boxes your ashes, while others pieces of the wood were made into artworks, items for the passionate collector. So now, your tree is over mature and pruning is only for removal of broken, dead, dying and diseased branches. 



International Society of Arboriculture.

Risk Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third owners who bought house 20 years ago, because they love with Tulip tree, just had hazard tree assessment by the one of the City’s Tree Inspectors. He gave the facts and fortunately, with some cabling their tulip poplar is preserved for at least another 5 – 10 years. 



Ideas for Tree Groups

 ID and outreach
 Mature tree walks
 Heritage Tree nominations
 Celebration of mature trees and their 

history
 ?????????
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